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At Hessenland we feel that being an ally is not just

about saying you're an ally.  Being an ally means

you're constantly learning and striving to become

more aware of others and your own biases and

taking the time to learn each day. 

Our entire team does its absolute best to ensure

Hessenland is a more inclusive space, and making

sure that we hire the right people who are open to

learning and teaching one another and ourselves to

recognize discrimination and micro-aggressions so

we are able to ensure Hessenland is a space where

everyone, both staff and guests, feels they are safe,

welcome, and included. 



We feel that inclusivity goes beyond

the typical LGBTQIA+ restrictions. 

 At Hessenland we are also inclusive

of our guests despite any differences

in race, gender, age, sexual

orientation, religious affiliation,

language, financial status,

disabilities, and any any other

differences that may be present. 
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We do our very best to be as

respectful as possible to all of our

guests and ensure that everyone is

treated like they are the most

important guest we have.  We do not

tolerate rudeness or discrimination at

our establishment, events, or on our

social media pages!

While we do try our best, some of us

are still learning, and in addition, we

welcome being taught about

inclusivity in a respectful way:  If we

accidentally use the wrong pronouns,

for example, please respectfully

correct us and we are more than

happy to apologize and use the right

ones!  99% of the time when

something like this happens, it's

because we genuinely didn't know,

not because we were trying to be

rude!  We would much rather be

corrected than have you be offended

throughout the duration of your time

with us!


